
Would you like to transform data into powerful
business insights? With the help of VUPICO’s
team gain real-time insights for efficient and
timely decision making. 

www.vupico.comsales@vupico.com Turn your data into effective business decisions

DESIGN: We customize your analytics strategy to monitor critical performance goals, boost
efficiencies, and integrate BI into the business. 

TECHNOLOGY: A massive driver for change at scale, we know the latest innovations in analytics,
big data, and how to maximize ROI on your current platforms.

STRATEGY: VUPICO goes beyond the report; we provide end-to-end data and reporting expertise
that transforms poor-quality data into strategic insights and competitive outcomes.

 

VUPICO BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE INTEGRATES: 

Manufacturing Energy Utlilities

KEY INDUSTRIES

FMCG/CPG Oil & Gas Automotive

Automating custom reports tailored for your business
Integrating data from multiple sources
Visualizing data for easier decision making
Providing organizations with the insights into their business that they can trust

VUPICO architects customize solutions for market-leaders who want to improve reporting quality and
efficiencies by:

You’ll gain visibility with timely and accurate insights, and improve decision-making speed, confidence, and
quality across the enterprise. 



Ageing stock:       90%

Automated reports: Save Productivity       3weeks

Transport efficiencies:      28%

INDUSTRY:

PROJECT:

SYSTEM:

KEY RESULTS: 

Beverage/Bottling

Design & build integrated BI capability to enable data-driven decisions

S/4HANA

CASE STUDY

Data quality impacts every business. 

VUPICO’s project experience delivers value to
organizations with big data, high volume
throughput, and complex organizational structures.

VUPICO transforms data into business value. 

Since establishment in 2013, we’ve grown a global team and refined a range of data and analytics solutions
that strategically and systematically enhance the health, usability, and value of data across the enterprise.

VUPICO solutions are results-focused. Results go beyond the data we optimize, or the report we design,
unlocking massive cost savings, reducing waste, and new opportunities for growth.

ABOUT US 

www.vupico.com Turn your data into effective business decisions sales@vupico.com

Data QualityMaster Data 
as a Service

Data Governance BI, Analytics & 
Reporting

Data Migration

VUPICO SOLUTIONS SUITE 


